We have used terahertz time-domain spectroscopy to investigate photoinduced charge generation in conjugated polymer field-effect transistors. Our measurements show that excitons dissociate in the accumulation layer under the application of a gate voltage, with a quantum efficiency of ϳ0.1 for an average gate field of ϳ1 ϫ 10 8 V m −1 . The transistor history is found to affect the exciton dissociation efficiency, which decreases as holes are increasingly trapped in the accumulation layer. The quantum efficiency of charge formation from excitons is compared with the two contrasting models proposed by Onsager and Arkhipov based on the assumption that field-induced exciton dissociation is assisted by the Brownian diffusive motion or an initial excess energy supplied by excited vibrational modes, respectively.
We have used terahertz time-domain spectroscopy to investigate photoinduced charge generation in conjugated polymer field-effect transistors. Our measurements show that excitons dissociate in the accumulation layer under the application of a gate voltage, with a quantum efficiency of ϳ0.1 for an average gate field of ϳ1 ϫ 10 8 V m −1 . The transistor history is found to affect the exciton dissociation efficiency, which decreases as holes are increasingly trapped in the accumulation layer. The quantum efficiency of charge formation from excitons is compared with the two contrasting models proposed by Onsager and Arkhipov based on the assumption that field-induced exciton dissociation is assisted by the Brownian diffusive motion or an initial excess energy supplied by excited vibrational modes, respectively. 3, 4 and light-emitting diodes ͑LEDs͒ 5 because of their versatile optoelectronic and mechanical properties. One outstanding challenge to the efficient operation of organic solar cells and phototransistors is the often low quantum yield of charge formation from photoexcited excitons. A number of mechanisms for exciton dissociation in conjugated polymers have been evoked, which have conventionally been separated into the so-called intrinsic and extrinsic effects. 6 Here, intrinsic generation of charge carriers refers to the direct creation of free charges in the bulk of the polymer. Extrinsic charge generation may result from the dissociation of excitons at defects, interfaces, or charge-injection contacts. Efficient solar cells rely largely on extrinsic charge generation at a heterojunction between two materials whose energy levels are optimized for fast transfer of one charge across the interface. 1, 2, 7 For this case, the efficiency of exciton dissociation into charges is typically high and is critically influenced by the blend morphology. 8 In contrast, exciton dissociation efficiencies in neat polymer films tend to be low, most likely as a result of the high exciton binding energy for organic semiconductors. 9 A number of mechanisms for charge generation in bulk polymer films have been proposed and are still an ongoing matter of debate. The observation of an onset of charge separation for excitation energies near the low-energy edge of the absorption spectrum has alternately been attributed to charge generation at defects, impurities and the electrodes, 10 to the presence of energetic disorder, 11 and a lamellar chain arrangement. 12 A rapid increase in charge generation efficiency observed at energies of ϳ1 eV above the absorption edge has been interpreted both in terms of "hot" exciton dissociation aided by excess vibrational energy 13, 14 and a change in the quantum mechanical nature of the excitonic state accessed in the transition. 15, 16 In addition, the presence of an electric field lowers the Coulombic barrier for charge separation, which has been shown to cause a substantial increase in the exciton dissociation efficiency. 17, 18 Finally, at very high photon fluences ͑Ͼ100 J cm −2 within a 100 fs pump pulse͒, two-step processes may directly generate a significant fraction of free charges via excitonic intermediary states. 16, 19 Examinations of electric-field-induced exciton dissociation in conjugated polymer films have typically been conducted using devices based on LED structures. However, such measurements are often hampered by extrinsic charge generation at the contacts, which can significantly influence the measured photocurrents. 6, 10, 20 For polymer field-effect transistors ͑pFETs͒ fabricated on an insulated gate, such effects are less likely to play a role, as typical channel lengths are substantially larger, and the gate contact is electrically well insulated from the polymer. Illumination of pFETs has been reported to increase their source-drain current 21, 22 and also to remove trapped holes. 23, 24 For a better understanding of the mechanism underlying the photocurrent generation, a study into exciton dissociation in pFETs is urgently required. While current-voltage characteristics are undoubtedly the measure of device performance, their usefulness in determining charge carrier densities and mobilities is often hampered by contact resistance effects. 25, 26 Parasitic capacitances can also make the quantitative determination of charge densities from capacitance measurements a challenge.
Here, we examine the mechanism by which excitons dissociate in thin films of a conjugated polymer incorporated into a pFET device structure. We use a noncontact spectroscopic technique based on terahertz ͑far infrared͒ radiation ͑1 THzϵ 300 m ϵ 33.3 cm −1 ͒ to measure the charge density of holes in the polymer at room temperature. We find that a significant hole population is generated under illumination in the presence of an applied gate voltage, with no source-drain bias. The charge generation efficiency is determined, and it is compared with two contrasting models, taking into account the electric-field distribution in the polymer.
II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy ͑TDS͒ can be used to determine the conductivity of quasiparticles in materials as diverse as high temperature superconductors 27 and semiconductor nanowires. 28 In a previous study, 26 we reported that terahertz TDS can track the charge density of trapped holes in the accumulation layer of poly͓͑9,9-dioctylfluorene-2,7-diyl͒-co-͑bithiophene͔͒ ͑F8T2͒ polymer transistors with a silicon gate. The experimental scheme was to measure the change in the terahertz pulse transmitted through the transistor induced by a gate-voltage modulation V g at 40 Hz, as shown schematically in Fig. 1 . The absolute change in transmission ͉⌬T / T͉ is defined as
where T V g and T 0 are, respectively, the transmission with and without a gate voltage. The frequency dependence of ͉⌬T / T͉ was found to be consistent with absorption by free carriers in the "mirror accumulation layer" in the silicon gate. Probing the conductivity and associated density of this electron layer in silicon thus allowed the corresponding hole density in the polymer to be monitored during device degradation. A significant and nonreversible hole trapping was seen to cause a substantial buildup of charge density in the polymer during the "off" state, reducing ͉⌬T / T͉ exponentially with a lifetime of 7 ϫ 10 3 s. It was found that ͉⌬T / T͉ ϰ n on − n off , where n on and n off are the hole density with and without an applied gate voltage, respectively. As a consequence of charge trapping, the transistor's threshold voltage for source-drain current flow increases during the degradation process. 4 For the work reported here, we have used an extension of this terahertz TDS technique to investigate the creation of additional holes in the polymer transistor as a result of photoexcitation. The experimental setup was described in Ref. 26 , but with the following modifications. First, prior to measurements, a gate-voltage modulation V g =0↔ −30V was applied at 40 Hz for 10 5 s, after which time the available hole traps in the polymer film were fully populated. 26 This was performed in order to reach an equilibrium state and thus prevent a change in the trapped charge density from influencing the photoexcitation experiments. 29 The polymer thin film was then illuminated with light from a variety of highpower LEDs with peak wavelengths ranging from = 636 to 396 nm ͑or photon energies E ␥ = 1.95-3.13 eV͒ for a period of 100 s. The change in transmission ͉⌬T / T͉ was recorded ͑using a lock-in amplifier͒ and averaged over 5 s intervals before, during, and after the application of the light.
The experimental method and the associated data analysis may be considered to be a cw version of recently presented ultrafast optical-pump terahertz-probe measurements. 28, 30, 31 All measurements were performed at room temperature, with the transistors and terahertz system under a vacuum of Ͻ10 −3 mbar. The spectral emission characteristic of each LED was measured using an Ocean Optics fiber-optic spectrometer.
The series of polymer transistors used were fabricated as follows. A layer of F8T2 was deposited through spin casting from solution onto an interdigitated gold array ͑which had a 40 m channel length, 50 m finger width, and total channel width of 45 mm͒. A 200-nm-thick layer of SiO 2 electrically insulated the polymer from the gate electrode, which comprised of a lightly n-doped silicon wafer ͑2.5 ϫ 10 15 cm −3 ͒ with a total thickness of 0.62 mm. The thickness of each polymer film was measured using a surface profilometer. Transfer and output current-voltage characteristics were measured to monitor the transistor action of the devices under negative gate voltage bias. Additionally, the source-drain current was measured before, during, and after illumination in an analogous experiment to the spectroscopic study using terahertz spectroscopy. Figure 2͑a͒ shows the gate-voltage induced change in terahertz transmission ͉⌬T / T͉ as a function of time t. ͉⌬T / T͉ was typically about 10 −3 . At t = 0 illumination of the transistor with an LED is started and is stopped 100 s later. For illumination at = 396nm ͑purple squares͒, an ϳ40% step increase in ͉⌬T / T͉ can be seen within 1 s of LED turn on, while illumination at = 636 nm ͑red crosses͒ induces no change. For the latter case, the transmission energy is below the absorption edge of F8T2 but above the indirect band gap energy of silicon, suggesting that photoexcitation of the silicon gate can be ruled out as a mechanism for the transmission changes. To examine the excitation-energy dependence of the light-induced enhancement of ͉⌬T / T͉ in more detail, measurements were conducted using a range of LEDs, with spectra shown in Fig. 3 . Defining ⌬ = ͉⌬T / T͉ LED on − ͉⌬T / T͉ LED off , ⌬ is found to scale linearly with the incident photon fluence ͑not shown͒. The open circles in Fig. 3 show ⌬ after normalization by the incident photon flux. It can be seen that ⌬ tracks the S 0 to S 1 excitonic absorption spectrum of F8T2 ͑solid line͒. The light-induced enhancement in ͉⌬T / T͉ must therefore be a consequence of the photogeneration of excitons in the polymer film.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Influence of excitation energy
A direct influence of the photoexcited exciton population on ͉⌬T / T͉ can be ruled out for the following reasons. While the generation of excitons in conjugated polymer films has been shown to alter its transmissivity in the terahertz frequency range, 32 this change is expected to be insignificant in comparison to that caused by free carriers in silicon. An estimate of the excitonic contribution to ͉⌬T / T͉ of less than 10 −8 may be obtained by scaling the values obtained previously for such excitonic contributions, 32 taking into account the equilibrated exciton densities used in the present study. In comparison, the observed values of ͉⌬T / T͉ are around 10 −3 , which is larger by several orders of magnitude. In addition, the use of a lock-in technique means that only a difference in the photogenerated carrier density induced by the applied gate-voltage modulation is detected.
The observed enhancement in ͉⌬T / T͉ during photoexcitation can therefore be attributed to an altered hole charge density in the channel, either an increase in n on or a reduction in n off , since ͉⌬T / T͉ ϰ n on − n off for the presented measurements. 26 A reduction in n on could, in principle, be caused by a photoinduced removal of trapped carriers. However, as we have recently demonstrated for this type of transistor, 26 after illumination is turned off, refilling of traps would then be expected to occur over a time scale of ϳ7000 s, significantly longer than the time scales observed in Fig. 2 . The measurements presented in Fig. 2͑a͒ show instead that ͉⌬T / T͉ returns to its preillumination value within 1 s, suggesting that hole detrapping does not make a significant contribution to the observed effects. Several previous studies have reported that photoexcitation can aid the recovery of polymer transistors whose threshold voltage had increased the following charge trapping. 23, 24 However, we observe no permanent detrapping at these excitation fluences and on these time scales. We therefore propose that the observed changes are rather the result of an increase in n on following photoexcitation. This interpretation is in analogy to previous studies of F8T2 22, 33 and pentacene 34 transistors, which have indicated that illumination above the absorption edge generates an enhanced source-drain current over the dark state, even with no applied gate voltage ͑no channel͒, a finding attributed to the dissociation of excitons. For the measurement technique presented here, an increase in n on under illumination can create a larger ͉⌬T / T͉ only if the exciton dissociation efficiency is larger with an applied V g than without. As a result, the contribution to the lightinduced changes in ͉⌬T / T͉ from exciton dissociation at interfaces and defects should be minimal.
The proposed mechanism for the observed change in ͉⌬T / T͉ under illumination is illustrated schematically in Fig.  2͑b͒ . The left-hand side of the graphic illustrates the case prior to illumination. For V g =0 V ͑top͒, only trapped holes ͑labeled ͒ are present in the polymer layer, matched by an equal density of mobile electrons ͑Ϫ͒ in the silicon. The lower-left plot shows that upon application of V g =−30 V, mobile holes ͑ϩ͒ are created in the accumulation layer of the polymer transistor. The electron density in the silicon increases correspondingly and reflects the total density of both trapped and mobile holes in the polymer. This change in electron density is the cause of the change in the transmission of terahertz radiation upon applied gate voltage. 26 Following illumination ͓right-hand side of Fig. 2͑b͔͒ , a fraction of photogenerated excitons may dissociate into free carriers under the application of an electric field. After exciton dissociation has occurred, the electron will drift through the At zero time, a near-UV LED ͑ = 396 nm͒ illuminates the polymer, increasing ͉⌬T / T͉ ͑squares, normalized to its preillumination value͒ until LED turn off 100 s later. The same experiment was repeated at comparable irradiances using a variety of LEDs, including a green LED ͑points, = 542 nm, offset vertically by −0.2 for clarity͒ and a red LED ͑crosses, = 636 nm, offset by −0.4͒. The solid lines are guides for the eyes. ͑b͒ Schematic of mobile ͑ϩ͒ and trapped ͑͒ holes in polymer and electrons ͑Ϫ͒ in the gate without ͑top͒ and with ͑bottom͒ an applied gate voltage in the dark ͑left͒ and light ͑right͒. ͑c͒ Source-drain current at V g = −30 V, V sd = 5 V, under illumination with the = 542 nm LED from 0 to 100 s. The nonzero source-drain current between −50 and −40 s is a result of the removal of trapped holes in the dark ͑Ref. 24͒, which occurred during the period when the source measurement unit was connected, when no gate voltage was applied to the transistor. bulk away from the channel and may be swept out of the transistor or eventually recombine with a hole. The hole originating from the dissociated exciton will be attracted toward the transistor's channel when a field is applied. Exciton dissociation will therefore lead to an enlarged hole density during an applied gate voltage V g with a matching increase in the electron density in the silicon gate, thus enhancing ͉⌬T / T͉.
The enhanced hole density after dissociation of photoexcited excitons allows a current to flow on the application of a source-drain voltage V sd . At a constant V g = −30 V and V sd = −5 V, the measured source-drain current ͑for a transistor with saturated hole traps, as above͒ is plotted in Fig. 2͑c͒ . Before illumination, I sd is negligible because the threshold voltage exceeds V g , as evidenced by the transfer characteristics of our transistors ͑not shown, similar to those in Ref.
23͒. In agreement with the terahertz spectroscopy results, the current is enhanced under illumination at 542 nm during the period of 0 -100 s. Previous photocurrent studies have demonstrated that the photocurrent tracks the absorption spectrum of F8T2. 22 The photocurrent in Fig. 2͑c͒ rapidly returns to zero at t = 100 s, indicating that no substantial detrapping of holes occurred under illumination.
In a previous study of pFETs using terahertz spectroscopy, we were able to demonstrate that the electron density in the silicon gate may be extracted from the measured ͉⌬T / T͉ using a simple Drude-Lorentz model. 26 We use the same approach here in order to determine the photoinduced change in electron density in the silicon and the corresponding photo-generated increase in the hole density n ind within the polymer transistor channel. Typical values extracted in this manner for excitation with a fluence of 7 ϫ 10 −3 W cm −2 near the peak of the absorption and for an applied gate voltage of −30 V are around n ind ϳ 2 ϫ 10 11 cm −2 . In order to obtain the external quantum efficiency for exciton dissociation from the photoinduced hole density at each excitation wavelength, we used the following approach. For holes decaying with lifetime , the change in n ind can be described by the rate equation dn ind / dt = G − n ind / . Here, G is the absorbed photon flux calculated from
where n ␥ is the incident photon flux, ␣ the absorption coefficient, d = 30 nm the polymer film thickness, and T = 0.61 accounts for the Fresnel reflection losses. This form of the absorbed photon flux is required if exciton dissociation occurs with a distance ␦ = 5 nm of the polymer and/or insulator boundary, which is indeed shown to be the case in Sec. III C. The solution to the above rate equation for the hole density is n ind ͑t͒ = G͑1 − exp͓−t / ͔͒. The recombination of photoexcited holes in F8T2 has been measured using transient absorption spectroscopy, 2 where nonexponential decays were seen with a substantial hole population 1 ms after photoexcitation, but not after 1 s. Here, we approximate the decay as exponential with a lifetime = 1 ms, resulting in n ind = G ͑2͒ in the limit that the period with V g on ͑12.5 ms͒ is significantly larger than ͑1 ms͒. This value of is consistent with the observed rapid equilibration of ͉⌬T / T͉ after illumination begins and with the rapid return of ͉⌬T / T͉ to its preillumination value on the removal of the illumination ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒. If the lifetime was of the order of 12.5 ms ͑or larger͒, then the photoinduced carriers would remain during the period with V g off, and the terahertz modulation signal ͉⌬T / T͉ would be negligible. The values for the quantum efficiency extracted from the changes in the terahertz transmission using Eq. ͑2͒ are shown in Fig. 3 ͑points͒ as a function of excitation energy. Across the lowest -* absorption band ͑2.5Ͻ E ␥ Ͻ 3.5 eV͒, is roughly constant and of the order of 0.1 at the set gate voltage V g = −30 V. Such excitation-energy insensitive behavior of has previously also been observed in photocurrent studies of a ladder-type polyparaphenylene 6 and for microwave conductivity measurements of polythiophene, 12 for which it has been attributed to extrinsic and intrinsic charge-dissociation mechanisms, respectively.
B. Effects of transistor history
To examine the effects of transistor history on exciton dissociation in F8T2, the photoinduced carrier density n ind was measured as a function of operating time for a pristine transistor. Light periods of 100 s were followed by dark periods of 100 s, as in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 4 , the solid line indicates the trapped hole density n off ͑measured during the dark periods͒, which initially increases exponentially before saturating at the available trap density. 26 Also shown is the value of n ind measured during this period for E ␥ = 2.29 eV. As more and more holes become trapped, the magnitude of n ind decreases to about one-quarter of the value for the pristine transistor before equilibrating after 10 5 s. This behavior is similar to that observed for anthracene single crystals for which carrier trapping was found to reduce at low applied fields. 29 The mechanism for this moderate reduction in n ind with trapped hole density is not clear, but if excitonic disso- ciation at impurity sites was significant, then n ind ought to remain constant with measurement time ͑for a constant impurity density͒ or even increase ͑for dissociation at defects generated by hole trapping͒, neither of which are observed. Possibly, a shorter hole polaron lifetime at greater trapped hole densities is responsible for the decrease in n ind ͓Eq. ͑2͔͒. Alternatively, n ind may be larger at early times owing to negligible screening of the applied electric field when the trapped hole density is small. As these pFETs are prone to showing such degradation effects very soon after turn on, the data presented in all other sections of this paper were taken once the transistor had equilibrated and all trap sites were filled.
C. Effect of gate voltage
The photoinduced generation of additional holes in the transistor measured at the frequency of the gate modulation strongly suggests that excitons are dissociated through assistance by the gate electric field. Several previous studies have shown that under a large electric field ͑Ͼ10 7 V m −1 ͒, excitons can be spontaneously separated, forming a geminate electron-hole pair. 17 In order to investigate the mechanism of exciton dissociation, we measured the photoinduced change in the hole density n ind as a function of the gate-voltage modulation depth V g , as shown in Fig. 5͑a͒ . For an excitation energy E ␥ = 2.78 eV, the measured n ind ͑points͒ increases with increasingly negative gate voltage and reaches significant values only once a voltage V g = −10 V is passed.
An assessment of the effect of an electric field on the exciton dissociation efficiency requires the electric-field distribution inside the polymer film to be known. For this purpose, the electric-field strength F at a given experimental gate voltage was obtained by solving Poisson's equation at a distance x from the polymer-insulator boundary ͑see, e.g., Ref. 35 for a derivation͒. An example of the obtained field distribution is shown in Fig. 5͑b͒ for V g = −40 V. The gate insulator lies at x Ͻ 0, and the solution was performed over the polymer film's full thickness ͑30 nm͒ although only the high field region is shown here. F͑x͒ can be seen to decrease from 3 ϫ 10 8 V m −1 at the polymer and/or insulator interface to 4 ϫ 10 7 V m −1 at 1 nm. In order to obtain a reference value against which the exciton dissociation efficiencies could be plotted, the mean field strength ͗F͘ was calculated over the range of 0 ഛ x ഛ 1 nm ͑the approximate width of the accumulation layer͒ for each value of the experimentally applied V g . For instance, at V g =−40 V, ͗F͘ = 9.7ϫ 10 7 V m −1 , while the average field from 1 ഛ x ഛ 30 nm is only 5.7 ϫ 10 6 V m −1 . The increase in exciton dissociation for V g Ͻ −10 V and the modeling described in the next section suggest that most of the exciton dissociation occurs in the highfield region of the accumulation layer, making ͗F͘ a suitable choice. However, diffusion of excitons during their lifetime occurs over nanometer scale distances in conjugated polymer films and will affect the effective thickness of the layer for which absorbed excitons are able to experience the high-field region and dissociate with high probability. We have taken into account these effects through Eq. ͑1͒ by assuming as an approximation that excitons generated within the diffusion length ␦ ͑taken as ␦ ϳ 5 nm for F8T2 36 ͒ away from the gate contact are able to experience the calculated average field ͗F͘.
The quantum yield was extracted from the experimental data for n ind using Eq. ͑2͒ in the same manner, as described 
IV. MODELING AND DISCUSSION
In the previous section, it was established that the photoinduced charge density in F8T2 polymer transistors depends on the applied gate voltage. A number of approaches to modeling the yield of field-induced dissociation at a given electric-field strength F have been used in recent years. In order to compare our experimentally determined chargedissociation efficiencies with theory, we focus here on the two substantially different models of Onsager 37 and Arkhipov et al. 13, 14 The two approaches are described in Secs, IV A and IV B before their application to our experimental data is discussed in Sec. IV C.
A. Onsager model
In the Onsager model, the quantum yield is calculated assuming that excitons autoionize into an intermediate state with electron-hole separation r 0 , known as the thermalization distance or the Onsager radius. 37, 38 The probability for this to occur is 0 , and it is assumed to be independent of electric field. Charges then undergo Brownian motion within a Coulombic potential well modified by the applied field F. Onsager established that under these assumptions, the dissociation efficiency from the intermediate state is proportional to a Boltzmann factor containing the ratio of the charges' kinetic energy to the Coulomb binding energy. 37 The quantum efficiency for free charge formation from excitons may then be written as 38 ͑r 0 ,F͒ = 0
where A = e 2 / 4⑀⑀ 0 kTr 0 for a material with relative dielectric constant ⑀ at a temperature T. This form of the Onsager model is valid for an isotropic medium such as F8T2, a nematic liquid crystal. The model has previously been used to reproduce successfully the field dependence of measured for thin films of polyphenylenevinylene. 10, 20 To provide fits to the experimental data, Eq. ͑3͒ was evaluated numerically to high convergence, with the sums terminated at m = n =20 and l = 50.
B. Arkhipov model
Alternatively, the approach of Arkhipov et al. 13 assumes that exciton dissociation occurs on ultrafast ͑ϳ100 fs͒ time scales. Here, the initial exciton distribution has a temperature above ambient and subsequently dissipates this excess energy into vibrational modes. Only during the initial time period when the average excitonic vibrational energy ͗E͘ exceeds the Coulombic energy barrier carriers can excitons separate. It is further assumed that once the exciton is separated, carriers cannot recombine and may contribute to the photoconductivity. For an initial excess exciton energy ͗E 0 ͘ the exciton dissociation efficiency is then calculated as
where Bol͑x Ͻ 0͒ = 1 and Bol ͑x Ͼ 0͒ = exp͑−x͒, E b is the exciton binding energy, and 0 / ␤ is the ratio of the electronphonon coupling strength 0 to the rate ␤ at which the excess energy is ͑linearly͒ dissipated with time. The integration is over z = cos , where is the angle between the polymer segment of length L and the applied electric field. The lower limit of the integral is z min = e / 4⑀⑀ 0 L 2 F, and it is set by assuming that no exciton dissociation can occur unless the electric-field component along the chain ͑F cos ͒ is greater than the Coulomb field required to separate charges by the distance L. The model has previously been shown to reproduce the experimentally determined field dependence of for thin films of a ladder-type polyparaphenylene and a polyphenylenevinyleneamine.
14 In order to evaluate Eq. ͑4͒ accurately to fit our data, each integral was performed as a summation with 100 steps.
C. Comparison of theory with experiment
To compare the two theoretical models to the experimental data, the following approach was taken. The theoretical curves from the models were evaluated over a range of electric-field strengths, up to the maximum of the average electric field ͗F͘ at V g = −40 V. The obtained curves for ͑͗F͒͘ are shown in Fig. 6 for the models of Arkhipov ͑solid lines͒ and Onsager ͑dashed lines͒ together with the data for illumination at 2.29 and 2.78 eV. For both models, significant quantum efficiency is obtained only above a field strength of 4 ϫ 10 7 V m −1 . This justifies the assumption made in Sec. III C that only the accumulation layer contributes to exciton dissociation.
The parameters used for the theoretical curves in Figs. 6͑a͒ and 6͑b͒ are summarized in Table I . Considering first the results obtained for the Onsager model, Fig. 6 shows that theoretical values obtained for increase rapidly with F in reasonable agreement with the experimental data for E ␥ = 2.78 eV and for E ␥ = 2.29 eV. The thermalization distance obtained from the fits ͑r 0 = 2.10 nm for E ␥ = 2.78 eV and r 0 = 2.25 nm for E ␥ = 2.29 eV͒ is comparable to the length of the monomer unit for F8T2 ͑1.6 nm͒. This value seems realistic as quantum chemical calculations suggest that the extent of the relaxed S 1 excitonic wave function in typical conjugated polymers is of the order of one monomer unit. experimental data shown in Fig. 3 demonstrate that the measured quantum yield is roughly constant over the range of excitation energies ͑2.29 eVϽ E ␥ Ͻ 3.13 eV͒. Within Onsager's theory, this finding corresponds to a constant thermalization radius across the lowest excitonic absorption band of the order of r 0 = 2.0− 2.3 nm.
The theoretical fits based on the Arkhipov model correspond well to the experimental data for E ␥ = 2.78 eV, as shown in Fig. 6͑a͒ . To reproduce ͑͗F͒͘, an exciton binding energy of 0.3 eV was used, the value for polydioctylfluorene obtained from scanning tunneling microscopy. 39 The conjugation length of a segment was extracted from the fits as L = 3.4 nm. This parameter is relatively sensitive to the data as it is determined by the rapid onset in dissociation that occurs when the critical applied field strength 4 ϫ 10 7 V m −1 is exceeded ͑see Fig. 6͒ . The assumption of a critical field taken in the Arkhipov model hence enables a better fit to the experimental data at low gate voltages ͉͑V g ͉ Ͻ 10 V͒ than the Onsager model. However, the sharp onset of may partly be the result of trapped charge present in the accumulation channel. 29 The ratio of the electron-phonon coupling strength to the dissipation rate was taken from Ref. 13 as 0 / ␤ = 0.9 eV −1 . The initial thermal excess energy was extracted as ͗E 0 ͘ = 0.25 eV, which ͑as in Refs. 13 and 14͒ is a fit parameter rather than being derived from the excitation energy used in the experiment. The value obtained for ͗E 0 ͘ is larger than typical values extracted when the theory was originally applied to model exciton dissociation in ladder-type polyparaphenylene. 13 This previous study only found modest increases of ϳ0.05 eV in the theoretically extracted excess thermal energy per increase of 1 eV in the excitation energy. However, we find that the value of ͗E 0 ͘ also depends sensitively on the choice of the energy dissipation rate: we were able to obtain an equally good fit to the experimental data in Fig. 6͑a͒ using 0 / ␤ = 0.45 eV −1 and ͗E 0 ͘ = 0.4 eV. Regardless of the exact value of ͗E 0 ͘, the energy independence of the experimental ͑͗F͒͘ over the S 1 absorption band ͑Fig. 3͒ implies that a hot exciton dissociation model is not really appropriate here.
Overall, a comparison between the two models is challenging, as both rely on a set of assumptions with opposite extremes. The model developed by Arkhipov et al. suggests that an exciton only has a chance of dissociation during the lattice relaxation period of the first 100 fs. More importantly, it suggests that once an exciton has overcome the Coulombic barrier to dissociation, it remains dissociated. This assumption seems at odds with experimental work that has identified charge recombination as a limiting factor to maintaining a high photocurrent even for material blends optimized to maintain a charge separated state. 40 The Arkhipov model appears to work well for the part of the photocurrent spectrum where charge dissociation increases monotonically with increasing excitation energy. 13, 14 However, other studies conducted over a wider range of excitation energies have found nonmonotonic dissociation efficiency spectra displaying plateaus and peaks that may correlate with particular features in the absorption spectra. 15, 12, 16 These studies suggest that an Onsager model in which the thermalization radius is dependent on the quantum mechanical state accessed in the transition may be more appropriate to account for the whole photocurrent spectrum. Quantum chemical calculations have shown that electronic transitions from delocalized occupied molecular orbitals to localized unoccupied levels and vice versa may be particularly likely to result in exciton dissociation. 15 For such excitations, the electron and the hole have a significantly higher probability of spending time apart, corresponding to a larger thermalization radius in the Onsager model.
The discrepancies between the Onsager model and the experimental data shown in Fig. 6͑a͒ may be a result of energetic disorder in the polymeric material. Previous studies have suggested that the typically large disorder potential ͑ϳ100 meV͒ in conjugated polymer films leads to several deviations from Onsager's theory, including a weaker-thanexpected temperature dependence of the photocurrent and an observed onset of the photocurrent at the absorption edge. 11, 20 These effects can result from an energy mismatch between adjacent sites which exceeds the Coulombic binding energy and the thermal energy of the exciton, making its dissociation probability a complex function of the energetic landscape it encounters in the material.
If the value of the lifetime was substantially different from the assumed value of = 1 ms, then the quantum efficiency from Eq. ͑2͒ would be scaled linearly, and different fit parameters would be required. For the E ␥ = 2.78 eV data, a longer lifetime = 10 ms results in r 0 = 1.8 nm for the Onsager model, while in the Arkhipov model, l = 3.6 nm and ͗E 0 ͘ = 0.025 eV are necessary.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have used terahertz spectroscopy to investigate charge generation in polymer field-effect transistors under illumination. Our measurements show that photoexcited excitons dissociate in the accumulation layer under the application of a gate voltage, with quantum efficiency of ϳ0.1 for an average gate field of ϳ1 ϫ 10 8 V m −1 . This appears to be the dominant mechanism for generating free charges from excitons, and therefore a photocurrent, in lightsensitive polymer transistors. The quantum efficiency for hole formation from excitons was modeled with the two contrasting models proposed by Onsager and Arkhipov, which are based on dissociation assisted by thermal and electric- 
